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Photon-diffusion theory has had limited success in modeling the optical transmittance of whole blood. Therefore
we have developed a new photon-diffusion model of the optical absorbance of blood. The model has benefited from

experiments designed to test its fundamental assumptions, and it has been compared extensively with transmittance data from whole blood. The model is consistent with both experimental and theoretical notions. Furthermore, when all parameters associated with a given optical geometry are known, the model needs no variational
parameters to predict the absolute transmittance of whole blood. However, even if the exact value of the incident
light intensity is unknown (which is the case in many situations), only a single additive constant is required to scale
experiment to theory. Finally, the model is shown to be useful for simulating scattering effects and for delineating

the relative contributions of the diffuse transmittance and the collimated transmittance to the total optical density
of whole blood. Applications of the model include oximetry and measurements
difference in whole, undiluted blood.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Many different theories have been proposed to account for
the complex optical properties of turbid media'4 0

3

such as

whole blood. -1 Models that attempt to predict the amount
of incident light that blood reflects or transmits have primarily employed two different approaches: wave-scattering theory and photon-diffusion theory. Although the
equations from Twersky's wave-scattering

theory 4' 5 agree

reasonably well with measured optical density (O.D.)
data,1"-"3 researchers have had to resort to curve-fitting
techniques to evaluate the parameters in Twersky's equations. Furthermore, unlike the photon-diffusion approach
of Reynolds 6 and Reynolds et al.14 and Schmitt and co-

workers,7"15 Twersky's theory does not describe the spatial
distribution of the reflected and transmitted light. Finally,
Twersky's model does not lend itself to simulating the optical effects of fundamental

hematological variables such as

mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration and red blood
cell (RBC) volume, nor does it accommodate light detectors
and sources that do not share a common optical axis.

By contrast, photon-diffusion theory not only agrees well
with experimental

data14" 6 but also needs no variational

parameters. In addition, it predicts the radial-intensity distribution from the axis of the light source. The radial intensity is useful for simulating practical light sources such as
light-emitting diodes (LED's), which emit a diverging

beam.17 Furthermore, photon-diffusion theory is useful for
modeling the performance of fiber-optic catheters in which
the light-emitting and light-detecting fibers lie side by

side.14 Unfortunately, the success of diffusion theory has
been restricted primarily to reflectance data. When its pre-

dictions have been compared with transmittance data, they
have been applied either to O.D.-versus-sample thickness
data 9 "18 or to qualitative

determinations

of O.D. versus he-

matocrit.8 18 Consequently, the literature lacks detailed
comparisons of photon-diffusion theory with the optical absorbance of blood as a function of hematocrit. Furthermore,
we believe that previous treatments 8 have overlooked some
0740-3232/88/060813-10$02.00

of the arteriovenous

oxygen

important ideas in explaining the failure of photon-diffusion
theory to account for the optical transmittance of whole
blood.

Therefore we have tested the assumptions of photon-diffusion theory by making careful measurements of fundamental optical properties of blood, and we have developed a

new photon-diffusion model of optical absorbance by whole
blood. Finally, by making detailed comparisons of our model with experimental data, we have identified the limits of
our model's validity.
2. THEORY AND NEW MODEL
The diffusion equation, which is a special case of the general

transport equation, has been used successfully by Reynolds
and co-workers 6 1 4 to describe light propagation

in whole

blood. Schmitt and co-workers7"15 have solved the transport
approximation of the diffusion equation under special
boundary conditions for an optical geometry with a collimated light source. In this section we specify certain
boundary conditions and otherwise follow the work of
Schmitt7 to derive a transmittance equation to describe the
optical absorbance of blood.

To begin we need to define certain cross sections for the
RBC (the primary scatterer in whole blood):

a, and oa are

the scattering and absorption cross sections of an arbitrary
scatterer, defined as the total scattered or absorbed power,
respectively, divided by the incident power flux density.
Similarly, ,aoand u,,r are the absorption cross sections for
RBC's when they contain completely oxygenated or deoxygenated hemoglobin, respectively. The macroscopic scattering and absorption coefficients, 2, and Za, respectively,
describe the actual optical properties of whole blood. They
are defined to represent the scattering and absorption (fractional changes in light flux per unit length) in a volume of
whole blood. The relations among the coefficients and cross
sections have been assumed 7 to be approximately as follows:
Za = H[CaoSO2 +
© 1988 Optical Society of America
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(incorrect, explained below),

function techniques. According to this method of solution,
we obtain

Zst = zs(1 t= 2a +

,
"st,

(1)

where H is the hematocrit (O < H < 1), V is the volume of a
single RBC (-90 pm3 ), SO 2 is the fractional oxyhemoglobin
saturation, and ft is the average value of the cosine of the

scattering angles for an isolated scatterer. Ist is the modified macroscopic scattering coefficient, and Xt is the sum of

the macroscopic absorption and modified scattering coefficients.
The diffusion equation for the average diffuse intensity I
of light in the blood medium takes the form
-DV 21J(p) + 2a4!(p) = S(p),

(2)

where D is the modified diffusion constant, D = 1/(3Ut), and

S is the source or driving function describing, at any point p,
the photon distribution established in the medium by the
incident light.
Figure 1 showsthe model geometry assumed in the derivation of our transmittance equation. The source is assumed
to be a collimated, monochromatic beam of light normally
incident upon a slab of blood of thickness zo. The blood

medium is assumed to extend to Am in the x and y directions. The detector is assumed to have radius b and to be
located at or beyond z = zo along the same axis as the source

aperture (of radius a).
The boundary conditions that we use are those derived by
Reynolds 6 for the z = zo and z = 0 planes:
I(p) + 3KDaT(P)/8z = 0
T(P)-

3KDaT(P)/Oz = 0

at z = zo,

(3)

at z = 0,

(4)

where K is the extrapolation distance of the asymptotic flux;
K = 0.7104 from the solution of the Milne problem.'

9

Ac-

cording to Reynolds,6 these boundary conditions result from
neglecting the anisotropic source contribution on the interface boundaries while permitting the medium anisotropy to
remain.
The diffusion equation (2) is solved by means of Green's

4(p) = (1/D)

J

S(j')G(p;

v'

p')dv',

(5)

where S is the source function already mentioned and G is
the Green's function, which is the solution of Eq. (2) with S
= -D6(k - p'), i.e.,

V2G(p; ') - (a/D)G(p; p') = 6(p--

(6)
The same boundary conditions [Eqs. (3) and (4)] apply to
Eq. (6), and 6(p - p') is the three-dimensional Dirac delta
function representing a point source in the volume. The 0independent Green's function solution for Eq. (5), according
to Schmitt and co-workers,7,15
is

G(r,z; r', z') = E (1/2irNj)sin(khz+ -yn)sin(kz' + -y1 )
n=1

JI (Xnr')KO(Xnr),

r' < r

lI0(nr)K0(Xnr%)

rue> r'(7

7

where r', z' and r, z are the coordinates of the source point
and observation point, respectively. The parameters in this
equation are as follows:

knare the eigenvalues defined implicitly by
tan(knzo) = 2gkn/[(gkn) 2 -

1],

g = 0.7104/2;t

Nn is the eigenvalue normalization constant
(=12knzo+ sin(2yn) -sin[2(knzo
Xn2 = kn

2

+ 'yn)]1/kn),

+ Za/D,

-Ynis the phase function [=tan'1(gkn)],
and IOand Ko are zeroth-order modified Bessel functions of
the first and second kind, respectively.2 0
The equation defining the eigenvalues kn follows from the
boundary conditions (3) and (4) and from the form of the
00

z.z

00

F

~

z=o

00

Fig. 1. Optical geometry of the photon-diffusion model [see Eq. (21)]. Assumptions are a collimated source of radius a normally incident
upon a blood medium of thickness zo. Detector aperture is circular, of radius b, and coaxial with the source aperture.
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Green's function in Eqs. (7). The source function is the last
element necessary to evaluate Eq. (5). The interested reader is again referred to Schmitt's derivation 7 for the source
function, which for a collimated source is

S(k) = TOst exp(-1,z)R(r),

light current directed in the +z direction over the circular
area of the detector aperture. Because at z = z0 the current
arising from anisotropic scattering at the interface can be
neglected, the positive z-directed partial current can be obtained as

(8)

IJ(r)l+z = -Daw/azjz=z

where R(r) describes the radial-intensity distribution of the
source and To is the incident light flux. The source is assumed to have a circular aperture of radius a over which the
flux is uniform (Fig. 1). Thus, in terms of the unit step

b

I(b) =

substitute Eqs. (7) and (8) into Eq. (5) to obtain the average
diffuse intensity I(p):

exp(-Xtz')sin(knz + -yn)

(TolA8 /DNn)I

0.

IJ(r)l+zrdr.

Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (14) and integrating, again
using the relations (10), we obtain

IX
a

0

{-0T',t/1Nn~ n

I(b) = E

x sin(knz' + 'yn)dz'

{r')I(Xnr)KO(Xnr)r'dr',
f(a
I 0 (Xnr)KO(Xnr')r'dr',

+ Xt2)]jZnkncos(knzo +

r' < r

2

(9)

r' > r

/2) - baIj(Xna)Kj(Xnb),

2

The integrations are greatly facilitated by the fact that the
radial and z' dependencies of the integral are separable, as
but

seen in Eqs. (9). The z' integration is straightforward,

J

sKo(s)ds

sI,(s) + C1,

(10)

10 (s)Kl(s) + Ko(s)Ij(s) = 1/s.

Here 1, and K, are first-order modified Bessel functions of

the first and second kind, respectively.20'2' Thus, for a < r,
we simply obtain (a/Xj)I,(Xa)Ko(X,\r) for the radial integral.
For a > r, however, we get two terms:

(r/1X)Ij(Xr)K0(Xr) + {-(1/X,)[aKj(Xa)

-

rKj(Xr)]Io(,Nr)1;

then, using the third of the relations in Eqs. (10), we obtain
(1/X.2) - (a/X.)K,(XAa)Io(XAr).Performing the z' integral
and putting everything together, we obtain
E

(to;t/[DN.Xn(k

2
2 + 2t )])Z"

X

(16)

T,= exp(-Ztd)

(incorrect)

(17)

since It is assumed to describe the on-axis attenuation of the
incident collimated beam. This expression results because
of the assumption in the transport approximation that anisotropic scattering is approximated by a small isotropic
component (a fraction 1 - ,u)plus a purely forward-scattered
component (a fraction ,u). This expression for T, turns out
to be invalid and will be replaced by a more accurate expression (see Section 4). For now, however, we obtain
Ttot = Tdiff + Tc = Tdiff + exp(-Ž2td)

(incorrect).

(18)

This equation, with the modification of T, described in Section 4, will be compared with experimental data.

n=l
X sin(k, z +

(15)

This completes the derivation of the diffuse transmittance
Tdiff. Now we need to determine the collimated transmittance T,. To remain consistent with the assumptions of the
transport approximation, Reynolds et al.'4 express T, as

+ C2,

=-sKi(s)

a >b

Tdiff= I(b)[| Tordr]& = 2I(b)/[Toa2 ].

modified Bessel functions:
=

a<b

Finally, the diffuse transmittance Tdiffcan be obtained by
normalizing I(b) with respect to the incident flux:

for the radial integral we need the following relations for

Js1o(s)ds

aY)

n=1

|(b /2) - baIj(Xnb)K,(Xna),

=

(14)

+

n=1

T(r, z)

(13)

For a circular aperture of radius b, concentric with the
source aperture but displaced along z, the transmitted intensity I(b) may be integrated as

function U, R(r) = U(r) - U(r - a). Finally, we may simply

'P(r,z) =

815

a <r

)aIj(Xna)Ko(Xnr),
fY

nln~knZ
(+/Xn)- aI0 (Xnr)K,(Xna),

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

a > r'
(11)

A.

Analysis of Blood

To obtain blood for study, we exsanguinated pentobarbital-

where

anesthetized dogs to which 10,000 units of heparin had preZn = kn COS(Yn)+ It sin(yn)

-

Ikn cos(knzo + Yn)

+ ;t sin(knzo + 'Yn)]exp(-XtzO).

(12)

The diffusely scattered light flux received in the detector
aperture of Fig. 1 can be computed by integrating the partial

viously been administered. We then placed the blood in
250-ml buckets and centrifuged it for 20 min at 3000 rpm
(1700 g). The packed RBC's were then resuspended in
either isotonic saline or Krebs buffer and recentrifuged. After the final centrifugation, the measured hematocrit of the
washed, packed RBC's was usually between 80 and 95%.
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Aliquots (75-125 ml) of these RBC suspensions were then
diluted, placed in revolving drum tonometers, and gassed
with 5% C0 2-95% N 2 or 5% C0 2-balance air. In experiments in which transmittance

few RBC aggregations, but high-hematocrit

samples were

too concentrated to examine microscopically.
For both optical geometries of our experiments (see Subsection 3.B), we measured transmittance

as a function of

both hematocrit and oxyhemoglobin saturation (SO2). To
measure transmittance at widely varying oxyhemoglobin
saturations, we first completely deoxygenated the RBC suspensions in the drum tonometer and then slowly introduced
room air into the sample to oxygenate the suspensions in
steps until the cells reached 100%oxygen saturation. The
oxygen content of the RBC suspensions was measured on a
Lex-0 2 -Con (Hospex, Box 353, Boston, Massachusetts

02167), and percentage saturation was computed for each
sample by comparing its oxygen content with that of fully
oxygenated blood. In other experiments hematocrit was
changed by diluting the RBC suspension with saline or
Krebs buffer gassed at the same partial pressure of oxygen.
Hematocrits were determined by capillary-tube centrifugation (3.5min) without correction for trapped plasma.
B. Optical Apparatus

To examine the applicability of our new photon-diffusion
model to optical absorbance, we reanalyzed data from an
earlier study,' 3 and we obtained new data by using the optical geometry of a commercial oximeter

(Waters Instru-

ments, OSC-80). The first apparatus (illustrated in our
earlier study' 3 ) consisted of a rectangular flow-through cuvette with a blood sample depth of 1.6 mm (Avox Systems,
Inc., 15315 Grey Fox, San Antonio, Texas 78255).

The ge-

ometry of the Waters oximeter was similar to the first apparatus, having a flush-through cuvette (sample depth, 1.27
mm). LED and detector configurations were also similar to
3

Authors

was measured for oxygenated

RBC suspensions, the drum tonometer was often not necessary to oxygenate the suspensions completely. Aliquots of
low-hematocrit suspensions of RBC's in saline contained

our previous geometry.'

Table 1. Parameters for Model of Optical
Absorbance by Whole Blood As Measured by the

A common feature of both optical

geometries was the use of a red (660-nm) and an infrared
(800- or 813-nm) LED as light sources. The detector was a

United Detector Technology PIN-3DP (with rectangular active area of 3 mm 2 ). The light sources that we used were a
red General Instruments MV 5054-3 (660 nm), a Waters

Instruments LED (800 nm), and a Motorola MFOE 1200
(813 nm), LED's for which spectral properties
ously reported. 2 2

were previ-

C. Analysis of Data

To produce theoretical curves from Eq. (21),we wrote BASIC
programs on a MacIntosh computer and used algorithms
from Schmitt 7 to solve for the eigenvalues kh in Eqs. (7).
The parameter values that we used are given in Table 1, and

X
(nm)

eO
(106 cm2/
equivalent)

Er
(106 cm2/
equivalent)

U.0
(um 2)

aar
(,um2)

as
2
(pZm
)

ji

632.8
660
800
813

0.347
0.147
0.266
0.245

1.07a
0.717
0.328
0.315

0.155
0.0656
0.1186
0.1092

0.473a
0.318
0.1462
0.1404

63.77a
60.65a
45.59a
45.59a

0.9845
0.984
0.980
0.980

aValue is from Ref. 4.

D.

Experiments

Experiment

1

To determine the dependence of the collimated transmittance on hematocrit, we passed a 10-mW He-Ne laser beam
(Hughes Aircraft Company, Model 3235H-PC, beam diameter, 1.37 mm at l/e2) through an ultrathin cuvette (37 um) of
fully oxygenated blood. By measuring only the fraction of
the incident beam that was neither scattered nor absorbed in
samples with various hematocrits, we were able to measure
collimated transmittance directly. This measurement was
possible because the detector was placed 2 m from the sample, at which point none of the diffuse background would be
received by the detector yet the remaining collimated beam
could be clearly distinguished by eye from the diffuse background. To avoid RBC sedimentation problems, measurements were made within 2 min of placing the sample in the
cuvette. Aliquots of the same samples were centrifuged to
measure hematocrit.
Experiment 2
To measure the optical absorbance of blood as accurately as
possible, it was necessary to measure the incident intensity
exactly. We were unable to fulfill this requirement with
LED's because of the marked divergence of their emissions,
so we used a narrow He-Ne laser beam that could be captured completely by our detector. Thus we measured the
total O.D. exactly as we varied the hematocrit of the sample.
Cuvettes with path lengths of 1.27 and 1.6 mm were used.
Experiment

3

To demonstrate the applicability of our new model at wavelengths of interest in oximetry and arteriovenous oxygen
difference measurements, we performed experiments in
which we measured the O.D. as a function of hematocrit and

oxyhemoglobin saturation in the optical geometries and at
the LED wavelengths commonly used for such applications.
These optical geometries and LED wavelengths were described in Subsection 3.B and in previous reports.' 3
Experiment 4

the approximations for the modified Bessel functions20'2 '
and the numerical methods that we used were described

To study the ability of RBC's to scatter light at various

previously.'

American Optical refractometer cuvette was mounted. Dilute RBC suspensions (H < 1%) were placed in the cuvette
and illuminated with the previously described He-Ne laser.
The detector mentioned earlier was rotated to various angles
with respect to the laser beam, and the intensity of the
scattered light was measured.

7

To compare our data with the relationships predicted by
Eq. (21), we used appropriate values for the particular optical geometry and computed the predicted transmittance for
each hematocrit or oxyhemoglobin saturation for which we

measured the transmittance of the RBC suspensions.

angles, we constructed

a simple goniometer

in which an
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4. INITIAL COMPARISONS OF EXPERIMENT
AND THEORY: NEW EXPRESSIONS FOR Tc

AND 2,
3

Comparisons of O.D.-versus-hematocrit data with the transmittance equation from the transport approximation, Eq.

C;

(18), revealed to us the same two problems that we noticed in
the theoretical O.D. curves of Zdrojkowski and Pisharoty. 8

These problems were (1) that their theoretical O.D. was
much smaller than experimental values (as Zdrojkowski and
Pisharoty also noted) and (2) that the theoretical curves
were essentially parabolic in shape. An explanation for the
parabolic shape of their theoretical curves may be seen in the
following: In Eq. (18) if T, is large compared with Tdiff,then
Eq. (18) becomes

0
1

0

Hematocrit

(%)

Fig. 2. Collimated transmittance of He-Ne laser light in whole
blood. O.D. data are from experiments with RBC suspensions from
two different dogs. Solid curve is a graph of O.D. = 15.1H(1 -

Ttot_ exp(-1,d).

H)(1.4 - H). Functional dependence on H in this figure determines

Because the O.D. is simply -logio(Ttot), it follows that

the dependence of 1, on H [Eq. (20)].

O.D. _ 0.4343 Ztd.
Finally, from the equation of Eqs. (1) for 1(l) in Section 2,
O.D. is seen to become an essentially parabolic function of
hematocrit (H). On evaluating T, and Tdiffof Eq. (18) in our
initial comparisons, we have found that T, was indeed large

of log(T,) or (1, + 2a)d on H is not so simple as the expression o-H(1 - H) + uaH. Because o- is much larger than ra at

compared with Tdiff. Thus this explanation applies. Simi-

fact, Pisharoty23attempted to determine the dependence of
1, on H experimentally (although by a different method
from the one described here). Pisharoty also found that 1,
was not simply proportional to H(1 - H), and he fitted his
scattering function to a cubic expression in order to describe
the relationship better. Pisharoty's scattering function (ig-

larly, we are convinced that Zdrojkowski and Pisharoty were
experiencing the same problem in their comparison of data
with theory. In effect, T, was obscuring the Tdiffterm. This

explanation also applies to the first problem, i.e., why their
theoretical O.D. predictions were much smaller than their
experimental values. Because T, overestimates experimental values, the theoretical O.D. is much lower than the observed value.

To understand what is causing this sharp disagreement
between theory and data, we must review the assumptions
used in the transport approximation from which Eq. (18)
was derived. First, recall that u is defined as the mean
cosine of the scattering angle of the RBC. Second, Eq. (18)
assumes that anisotropic scattering by RBC's can be approx-

imated by a small isotropic component (a fraction 1 - ,t) plus
component

a purely forward-scattered

(a fraction ,i). Al-

though this assumption seems to be a useful approximation
for calculating the diffuse light intensity in the blood, the
assumption is not justified for computing the collimated
component of transmittance. In our view the correct expression for the collimated component, T,, should simply be
an exponential attenuation due to both absorption and total
scattering:
T, = exp(-Zd)
where 2I = 1,a + 1, and d

=

(correct),

(19)

sample depth.

To verify this expression for T,, we performed Experiment
1, in which a He-Ne laser beam (radius, 0.7 mm) was passed
through an ultrathin cuvette (37 ,um) of fully oxygenated
blood. The results are shown in Fig. 2. By varying hemato-

crit and measuring only the fraction of the incident beam

the wavelengths that we are considering (see values in Table
1), we may set loglo(T,) = -0.4343N28 d with little error. In

noring his scale factor) is given by

H3 - 2.388H2 + 1.385H- 0.00390
- H)(1.402- H)
= (H - 0.00283)(0.983
and is approximately wavelength independent in the range
660-800 nm. Subsequently, Hirko et al.24 used a simplified
form of Pisharoty's scattering function, which passes
through 0 at H = 0 and H = 1. The results of the collimated
transmittance measurements (Experiment 1) are compared
in Fig. 2 with a cubic equation that passes through 0 at H = 0
and H = 1. The expression in Fig. 2 is a scale factor times

the polynomial,

H(1 - H)(1.4 - H).
This expression fits our data and is nearly identical to the
factorization of Pisharoty's expression. The maximum of
the expression H(1 - H)(1.4 - H) is 0.240, whereas the
maximum of H(1 - H) is 0.250. Because 0.240and 0.250are
quite close to each other, H(1 - H)(1.4 - H) does not need
any additional normalization for use in the expression for 1s.
Therefore, because H(1 - H)(1.4 - H) fits the data shown in
Fig. 2 and because it is practically the same as Pisharoty's,
we now write the equation for 1, in our model as

Zs = sH(l - H)(1.4 - H)/V

(correct).

(20)

that was neither scattered nor absorbed 2 m away from the

sample, we found that Eq. (19) predicted the collimated

As we show in Section 5, the clarification of this ambiguity

transmittance fairly well. Although the magnitude of log(TM)is roughly as large as Eq. (19) predicts, the dependence

about the collimated transmittance permits a more accurate
comparison of theory and experiment.
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5. FURTHER COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT
AND THEORY: NEW VALUES FOR ,4 AND

d = 1.6mm
A

THE Io PROBLEM

2.5 -

632.8nm

We now rewrite Eq. (18) with the new expressions for T, and

A

.

2s,

Ttot = Tdiff + exp(-Zd)

(ciorrect),

Z, = o-H(1 - H)(1.4 - H)/V

(21)

(correct).

6

of a RBC. Although experimental values for Ua and aohave
agreed with Mie theory,' 4' 2 6' 2 7 similar calculations for ,f have

d= 1.27mm

6i

(20)

Note here that z = 1a + Z,, where Z, is now given by Eq.
(20). To compare Eq. (21) with O.D. data, the parameters
necessary for evaluating Tdiffand z must be determined.
Some of these parameters, such as the radius of the light
beam incident upon the blood surface, the radius of the
detector, and the wavelength of the source, are fairly easy to
measure. However, the scattering and absorption cross sections ,, and a, and the mean cosine of the scattering angle ,f
are more difficult to obtain. Consequently many investigators have used Mie scattering theory25 to obtain these values
by assuming a spherical scatterer with a volume equal to that

2.0 -

A

1.5-

0

20

40

60

Hematocrit
Fig. 3.

80

100

(%)

Comparison of new transmittance

model, Eq. (21), with

experimental data. Data shown are absolute O.D. versus hematocrit for oxygenated RBC suspensions with a He-Ne laser in cuvette
geometry. Io is known exactly for these data since the whole inci-

dent laser beam can be captured by detector. Agreement between
experiment (data points) and model (curve) shows that the model
predicts absolute transmittance accurately. For the lower curve, a
= 0.685 mm, b = 1.0 mm; for the upper curve, a = 0.685 mm, b = 1.0
mm.

not. In particular, from experimental cross-section data at
685 nm, Pedersen et al. 2 8 obtained ,f values that were smaller

than those from Mie theory. Using two different scattering
models, they determined ft from experiment to be 0.979 or
0.991, whereas Mie scattering theory gave a value of 0.9947.

These differences are significant because the modified macroscopic scattering coefficient 7st is proportional to 1 - f,
which varies by a factor of 4 from ,f = 0.9947 to ft = 0.979.
Because of this confusion over the value of ft, we per-

formed goniometric measurements with a He-Ne laser (Experiment 4) and calculated ft from its definition. By fitting
our angular scattering data to the two-parameter scattering
phase function of Reynolds and McCormick,2 9 we obtained a
value of 0.9845 for ft. This value falls approximately

half-

way between the experimental values just cited. Because
this value is obviously restricted to 632.8 nm, we could not
simply use it for calculations at 660 and 800-813 nm. How-

ever, because theory predicts that 2st is nearly independent
of wavelength in the region 630-950 nm, for 660 and 800-813

nm, we chose ft values that preserved the relative magnitudes of Zst that were predicted by Mie theory at the wavelengths 632.8, 660, and 800-813 nm. As shown in Table 1,
this method yielded 0.984 and 0.980 for ,f at 660 and 800-813

nm, respectively.
When we first applied Eq. (21) to our own O.D. data by
using the values in Table 1, which include the new values for

To obtain data in which Io would be known accurately, we

measured the O.D. as a function of hematocrit in cuvettes
with path lengths of 1.27 and 1.6 mm illuminated by a HeNe laser (Experiment 2). The beam radius was 0.7 mm, and
the effective detector radius was approximately 1.0 mm. In
this manner we were able to capture essentially the whole
incident beam with our detector and thus measure Io accurately. We also measured the extinction coefficient of oxyhemoglobin for the laser light (with a 1-cm path-length cuvette) rather than using values in the literature that were
obtained with light less monochromatic than the laser. The
O.D. data for whole blood are shown in Fig. 3. The RBC
suspensions were 100% saturated with oxygen. Also shown
in Fig. 3 are the theoretical predictions of Eq. (21). Because

of the agreement between our model and the laser data in
Fig. 3, we gained confidence in the model's ability to predict
absolute transmittance, i.e., no additive constant was needed to fit the laser data to the theory. However, in experiments at LED wavelengths, we could not assess Io accurately. Therefore in the rest of this paper, if Io was not known
exactly, we have allowed ourselves the convenience of adding

an arbitrary constant to the data to account for the low Io
measurements in the experiments at LED wavelengths.

,f and the new expressions for T, and 2,, it became apparent
that theory and experiment still differed at least by an additive constant. Because a constant additive offset in O.D.
corresponds to a multiplicative constant in transmittance,

6. DATA FOR LIGHT-EMITTING-DIODE
WAVELENGTHS USED IN OXIMETRY

we suspected a problem in our measurement

length region used for oximetry.

of Io. As ex-

The laser O.D. data of Fig. 3 serve to illustrate the applicability of our transmittance model [Eq. (21)] to the waveHowever, practical oxi-

plained in Section 3, the optical geometry from which the
measurements were taken consisted of LED light sources, an
optical cuvette, and a P-I-N diode detector. What we dis-

meters typically use inexpensive LED's as light sources and
detectors that do not capture all the incident light. In this

covered was that our measurement

800, and 813 nm and for optical depths of 1.27 and 1.6 mm
(see Subsection 3.B). Each set of data will be compared
with Eq. (21). In each case, an additive constant that corrects for Io has been added to the data. As in the case of the
laser experiments, we preferred to measure the extinction

of Io with a saline-filled

cuvette detected only a small fraction of the total incident
intensity. This effect was due to the small active area of the
detector and to the size and divergence of the beam emitted
by the LED's.

section we present O.D. data for LED wavelengths of 660,
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coefficients for oxyhemoglobinand deoxyhemoglobin at the

LED wavelengthsrather than to use the valuesin the litera-

813nm,d =1.6mm

3.0

offset= 1.07

ture. In the LED case we did so because the spectral half-

_

bandwidth of an LED is much wider than that of the spec-

A

A

*
s

2.000nmAf

e=

>

A

.

1.27mm

.

Figure4 showsdata at the LED wavelengths800and 813

nm from cuvettes of 1.27- and 1.6-mm optical depth. The
state of oxygenation of the red-cell suspensions for both
curves was 100%. The agreement of the theory with the data
appears quite good through a range from 10 to 75%hematocrit.

1.0

0

trophotometers with which the extinction coefficients in the
literature were measured. The values that we obtained are
shown in Table 1.

20

40

60

80

In Fig. 5(a) we have plotted data at the LED wavelength of

100

H e m a t o c r i (%)t
O.D.
versus
hematocrit
at LED wavelengths. Data shown
Fig. 4.
are meaE;ured O.D. for cuvette geometries at 800- and 813-nm LED
wavelenlAths. An additive constant (denoted offset) has been added
to the d ata to account for inability to measure Io accurately with
LED's. For the lower curve, a 2.0 mm, b = 1.5 mm; for the upper
curve, a 2.5 mm,b = 1.0mm.

660 nm. The two curves show results for oxygenated and
deoxygenated red-cell suspensions. Because the measurements for Fig. 5 were made in the same optical geometry
with the same LED, detector, cuvette, etc., one should expect the ratio between the true Io and the measured Io to be
the same for both sets of data. The additive offset values
that we used to scale data to theory were the same for the two

sets of data. To evaluate further whether the additive constants are indeed the same, we have plotted the difference of
660nm. d = 1.27mm
offset= 1.18

the two theoretical curves in Fig. 5(b). The difference in the
between two samples known to have the same incident

_/O.D.
*A 5-

3

intensity (Io)is independent of that intensity since log (Io/Il)

*f

- log(IO/I2 ) = log (12/1I1). Thus, if we plot, without an addi.deoxygenated
/
cells

deoxygenatedcells
/oxygenated
cells

tive offset, the difference in the raw data from oxygenated
and deoxygenated cells [Fig. 5(a)] versus the predicted difference, we should expect agreement. Figure 5(b) confirms

.

In Fig. 6 we have plotted O.D. data as a function of oxyhemoglobin saturation (SO 2 ) for a fixed hematocrit (H =

oxygenated
celthis

2.5-
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_
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(a)
I

660nm d = 1 27mm

expectation.

36.5%) at the 660-nm LED wavelength. For consistency
with the data shown in Fig. 5(a), the same additive constant
(1.18) was added to this set of data as was added to the data

in Fig. 5(a). Note that the agreement of theory and experiment is good for SO2 > 25% and that this agreement breaks
down somewhat for lower S02 values. We also note here
that the data are significantly linear (r = 0.999)and that the

/

660nm,d1.27mm
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(b)
Fig. 5. -Effect of oxygenation on O.D. and verification of absolute

transmittance predicted by model. (a) Data are from completely
oxygenated and deoxygenated red-cell suspensions. A single additive offset has been added to both sets of data, (b) Difference of two
sets of data in (a). Data points are the differences in raw data
values, and the curve is the difference of the theoretical curves of

upper panel. The agreement of data and theory in (b) verifies that
absolute transmittance is correctly predicted by new model.
curves, a = 3.0 mm, b = 1.5 mm.

For all

Oxyhemoglobin Saturation (%)
Fig. 6. O.D. versus oxyhemoglobin saturation at fixed hematocrit.
Additive offset is same as used for both curves in Fig. 5(a). Data are

highly linear in oxyhemoglobinsaturation (r = 0.999), and the theoretical curve is itself significantly linear, although theory falls below
data at low oxyhemoglobinsaturation. For this curve, a = 3.0 mm,

b= 1.5mm.
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theoretical curve shown is also an approximately linear func-

angle of the RBC.

tion of SO2. We shall amplify these observations in Section

theory for the scattering characteristics of a sphere with a
volume equal to that of a RBC'4,15 are probably incorrect

8.

The values for ft computed from Mie

since the RBC is actually a biconcave disk.

7. JUSTIFICATION

OF THE MODEL

Our model of the diffuse transmittance

of whole blood is

based primarily on the work of Schmitt and co-workers7"15
and Reynolds and co-workers. 6 "14 However, we have intro-

As we men-

tioned earlier, the values for ,t from experimental evaluations are smaller than those from Mie theory (see Section 5).
Figure 7 shows the effects of changing ft while the other

parameters in the model are held fixed. For the sake of
comparison, all parameters except ft are the same as those

duced several innovations that need to be justified. They

used to generate the theoretical curve of Fig. 3 (lower curve).

are (1) the use of Z in place of 2t for the collimated attenua-

Figure 7 showsthat as ,f decreases the theoretical curves take

tion of the incident beam and the redefinition of S,,(2) Eq.

on more closely the shape of the data in Fig. 3 (lower curve).

(3) for the second boundary

Furthermore, simulations at other wavelengths and sample
depths (not shown) indicate trends similar to those in Fig. 7.
Thus the theoretical results (from our model) indicate that
the appropriate values for ft are indeed smaller than those
predicted by Mie theory. Therefore the simulations of Fig.
7 and the experimental values obtained by Pedersen et al.28
corroborate the value that we obtained in our goniometric

condition at z = zo, (3) the

experimental measurements of ,f and the extinction coefficients for both hemoglobin species with the same detectors
and light sources as in the experiments, and (4) for the LED
data only, the use of an arbitrary additive constant to scale
the O.D. data to theory.
Let us consider each of these aspects of the new model.

First, the use of z in place of 2t means that the total collimated attenuation of an incident beam is due to both absorption and total scattering. We verified in the laser experiments (Experiment 1) that 2 represents the proper collimated attenuation, provided that 2s is taken from Eq. (20).
When photon-diffusion theory has been applied to the P1
approximation of Reynolds,6 Z has been assumed to describe
the collimated attenuation. Thus there is a precedent for
this use of Z. Furthermore, the use of 2t and the previous

measurements of ,u.

expression for Z, causes the theoretical O.D. to be too small

component T, is completely negligible.

in magnitude and to be parabolic versus the hematocrit (see
Section 4). Second, Eq. (3) merely applies the appropriate
boundary condition to the z = z0 plane. This boundary

ted in Fig. 8 the T, curve corresponding to Eq. (18). As we

condition was often used by Reynolds 6 throughout his origi-

Another example of insights provided by the model is the
relative contributions of Tc and Tdiffto Ttot in Eq. (21). For
the same theoretical curve shown in Fig. 3 (lower curve), we
have plotted in Fig. 8 the components T,, Tdiff, and their sum
Ttot. The T or transmittance axis is on a log scale so that we
are essentially plotting O.D. since O.D. = -log(T).
The
important feature of Fig. 8 is that between hematocrits of 3

and 97%, Ttot is essentially just Tdiff,and the collimated
We have also plot-

pointed out above, T, of Eq. (18) obscures Tdiff, so that the

O.D. from Eq. (18) is approximately equal to the parabola
shown in Fig. 8 and labeled T, from Eq. (18). This is a

nal work on diffuse reflectance and transmittance, and it is
necessary to evaluate the light flux at z = z0, whereas the
boundary condition used by Schmitt and co-workers7"15 is a
simplification that sets T = 0 at z = z0 . Third, our measuring the extinction coefficients for both hemoglobin speciesin

graphical analysis of what we described in Section 4.
As a first application of our model we consider oximetry, a
technique for measuring oxyhemoglobin saturation (SO2)in
whole blood. Recall that in Fig. 6 we plotted O.D. versus

our own apparatus rather than using literature values was

perimentally, the O.D. at 660 nm has been found to be an
approximately linear function of S02 at a fixed hemato-

necessary because it is well known that the spectral band-

SO 2 at a fixed hematocrit in the physiological range.

Ex-

width of a source affects the value obtained for the effective

extinction coefficients.30 Furthermore, the sensitivity of
light detectors varies with wavelength. Thus the apparent
spectral distribution of the source depends on the particular
detector employed. Similarly, our measuring ft from experiment was necessary because the results from Mie theory are

632.8nm, d = 1.27mm

0.990
0.9845
2.5

for a spherical scatterer, whereas the RBC is actually a bi-

concave disk. We shall return to ,f in Section 8. Finally, the
introduction of an arbitrary additive constant to scale the
O.D. data to theory is simply a way to account for the actual
incident intensity. We used such a scaling constant in the
LED experiments in which Io was unknown because only a
small fraction of I0 was received by the detector. However,
as the laser experiments show (Fig. 3), the model accurately

predicts absolute transmittance (T = I/Is) when 10can be
measured accurately.

0.995

3.0

6i
6
0.9845
2.0

0

20

40

Hematocrit

8. INSIGHTS AND APPLICATIONS OF THE
MODEL
As an example of insights that the model provides, we first
consider the variation of ,i, the mean cosine of the scattering

60

80

100

(%)

Fig. 7. Effect of -A,mean cosine of scattering angle, on predictions
of new model [Eq. (21)]. Simulation parameters are the same as
those used to generate the theoretical curve of Fig. 3 (lower curve).
Note that as i decreases, the theoretical curve conforms more closely to the shape of the data in Fig. 3 (lower curve). This trend
indicates that values of ,ufrom Mie theory are too high.
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different optical depth (1.27mm). Thus it may be expected
that the difference in the O.D. between two samples of whole
blood in 1.27-mm cuvettes would also be directly proportional to the difference in their oxyhemoglobin concentrations. However, with this path length, the range of hematocrits for which this technique would work is limited to the
range for which the theory and the data in Fig. 5(b) are

approximately proportional to hematocrit (e.g., up through
approximately 50%hematocrit).
9. ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS
MODEL

OF THE

Comparisons of data and theory (Figs. 3-6) have demonstrated the validity of our model. Fundamental to photondiffusion theory, however, is the assumption that scattering
dominates absorption.7 Therefore we shall assess the limitations that this assumption imposes on our model. A convenient measure of the ratio of scattering to absorbance is
thequantity2st/,a = u5(1-,u)(1-H)(1.4
- H)/oa. Forthe

100 -

£6 -

wavelengths that we have considered, o-a(1- ft) stays between 0.85 and 0.95 gm 2 , and a, varies from 0.066 to 0.318
0)
0

40-

\

/

2

for oxygenated and deoxygenated RBC's at 660 nm.
This expression for zst/a
reveals that if ca/[(I - H)(1.4 H)] becomes comparable with ua(l - fT),scattering will no
longer dominate absorption. Because oa/[(1 - H)(1.4-H)]
btm

becomes large if H approaches 1 or if orais large, these limit-

ing values constitute the range in which photon-diffusion
0 12 3

10

20

30

40

50

Hematocrit

60

70

80

90 979899100

(%)

Fig. 8. Relative contributions of Tdiffand T, to the total transmittance of whole blood [Eq. (21)]. For comparison, parameters used
in this figure are the same as those used to generate the lower,

theoretical curve of Fig. 3. Note that between H =3% andH =97%,
Ttot is essentially just Tdiff. When an incorrect expression [Eqs. (17)
and (18)] is used for T,, T, obscures Tdiff so that Ttot would be
approximately Tc.

crit. 31, 32 This observation has been the basis of whole-blood

oximetry.3 3 Not until recently, however, has such a linear
relationship been justified on a theoretical basis."3 Therefore, inasmuch as the theoretical curve in Fig. 6 may be
approximated by a straight line, we now have further verifi-

theory may no longer be valid. In fact, all but one of the
theoretical curves shown in Figs. 3-5 diverge from the data

at high hematocrits (i.e., as H - 1).
The only exception is the theoretical

O.D. curve for oxy-

genated RBC's at 660nm. However,of all the data presented here, this set represents the smallest value for Ua. Thus,
at 660 nm, H must be close to 1 before Yst/la falls significantly.

Finally, in Fig. 6, which shows data for a constant

hematocrit (H = 36.5%), the absorption cross section or,
varies linearly from 0.066 to 0.318 ,um2 as oxyhemoglobin

saturation (SO2) varies from 100to 0%. Note that the model
deviates from the data as

Ua

increases, i.e., as SO 2 decreases.

In summary, we see from our comparisons of theory with
data that as H approaches 1 and as Ua becomes large, our
model loses its validity. Fortunately, in most biomedical
applications, hematocrit will be less than 60% and oxyhemo-

cation of this experimental result. Finally, although we do

globin saturation will be greater than 25%. Therefore our

not discuss it here, our model may be used to predict the
hematocrit dependence of the whole-blood oximeter curve, a

model remains valid in these regions.

phenomenon that we reported previously."3

several advantages

Comparisons of experiment and theory have pointed out
of our model over other transmittance

O.D. between two samples of whole blood is directly proportional to their difference in oxyhemoglobin concentration,
i.e., to a - v 02. The predictions of our model shown in Figs.

models. First, because the model includes emitter and detector radii, it can easily simulate various practical optical
geometries that might be evaluated for possible instrument
designs. Second, by incorporating the detector radius, the
model automatically determines what fraction of the total
transmitted diffuse light will be detected, an ability that
eliminates the considerable guesswork that other models4' 5'9"8 require. In fact, Moaveni and Razani' 8 stressed the
importance of knowing the fraction of the transmitted light
that is detected, a quantity that other models assume is
fixed. Unfortunately, the fraction of the total transmitted
diffuse light reaching a given detector aperture is actually a
function of hematocrit and other parameters and thus can-

5(b) and 6 indicate that these two observations also hold at a

not be specified by a single value even for a fixed optical

Our second application of the model is the spectrophoto-

metric measurement of the difference in oxygen content
between arterial and venous blood (a - v 02)- We recently
delineated the role that light scattering plays in such measurements of a - v 02. In that study' 2 with 1.6-mm cuvettes, we found that (1) the difference in the O.D. between
fully oxygenated and fully deoxygenated blood at 660 nm is

proportional to hematocrit and (2) that the O.D. at 660 nm is
an approximately linear function of SO2 at a fixed hematocrit. These two observations imply that the difference in
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geometry. Such considerations underscore this second advantage of our model.

Third, when all apertures are known

and Io is measured correctly, our model needs no variational
parameters to predict absolute transmittance accurately
(Fig. 3). Thus our model is superior to previous treatments,
most of which require curve-fitting techniques and variation
of unknown parameters to obtain realistic theoretical predictions.
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